AUDITORIUM | 290/400/600 seats

DESCRIPTION
Completely renewed and extended during summer 2019, the Auditorium offers a new setting for
your conferences until 600 attendees. Comfort, quality of service and modularity are the key
words to describe this space, adjustable to 290 or 400 people thanks to semi-opaque curtains.
With high definition projection equipment, as well as a 10-metre screen, the Auditorium
guarantees unrivalled image quality as well as flexibility in the choice of your projections. An
audiovisual system operated by professionals, to ensure technical control of your plenary
sessions, conferences, general meetings, and so on. Present before and during your sessions,
our production manager can meet all your needs: staging and image presentation, stage and
ambient lighting, etc.

EQUIPMENTS
Included:
 Projection: 2 x 7,000 Lumens WUXGA video
projectors, 1 permanent projection Infodecor
 1 large screen of 10 m X 3.15 m, 3,390 x 1,080
pixels
 9 HD connections between stage and control
room
 PA system: 1 complete sound system with 4 front
speakers, 2 subwoofers, amps
 Microphones: 6 hand-held wireless mics, 2
headset mics, 2 lapel mics, podium mic
 Lighting: 12 x 1,000 W stage spotlights with 2
profile spotlights
 Configurable stage (length 13,4 m, depth 3,3 m,
height 0.3 m): podium, low chairs…
 Semi-opaque curtains for adapting the room
capacity to 290/400/600 places
 One seat in two is equipped with electric outlet

 4 simultaneous interpretation booths (not
equipped), 1 suitable lodge
 Access for people with reduced mobility on the
stage and among the grandstands
 WiFi
On request:
 2 x 32 inches relay screens
 Long distance professional remote with laser
pointer
 Logos or pictures projections on each side of
the screen
 Color spotlights on each side of the screen
 Video recording, broadcasting and video
conferencing
 Audio recording
 Personalized podium covering
 Design furniture for the stage
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